with thinking about Victorian narrative in the present moment and with the ways in which our moment is constructed by Victorian narrative. "Start" is the final word of Good Form, and Rosenthal's is a book about pulling readers through fiction that tends to its "Afterward" with a beginning (191). Rosenthal's finale makes a presentist commitment, never buried earlier in the book, especially explicit. "To the extent that nineteenth-century realism becomes a key site for formal narrative analysis," Rosenthal claims, "it does so because it most fits the model of a story that makes sense, that works according to a narrative grammar that we understand" (193) . There is a crucial looping quality to Rosenthal's argument; our ideas about form are shaped by narrative theory, a theory that is shaped by its understandings of the nineteenth-century novel, and that same realism shapes the theories that elucidate its form. The looping quality to time throughout the book reinforces Rosenthal's claims about how realist novels unfold their narratives from beginning to end. As Brooks observes, detective fiction famously loops narrative through plot as the retreading of the criminal's steps-a process that defines a detective's work-brings the order of events as told in the story in line with the order of events as they unspool in time.
1 Readers of Good Form experience something similar; understanding how narratives create trajectories that "feel right" is mediated not only by fiction itself but by our theories of narrative, which are informed by fiction. So it is that a novel's ending is but a place to start.
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